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<Opening Words>

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times,
it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity,
it was the season of Light, it was the season of darkness,
it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair.
We had everything before us, we had nothing before us,
we were all going direct to Heaven,
we were all going direct the other way.”

Charles Dickens, 1859, <A Tale of Two Cities>
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Although I anticipate the rapid progression of cutting edge technology and the new

2017
Remembrance
and Reflection

world that will unfold in the future, I also worry about the shadow of technology and
the challenges of human marginalization and economic polarization.
As in <A Tale of Two Cities>, we are experiencing an era that is both the best and worst.
Technological innovation is important, but in proportion, humancentered social innovation is needed even more.

Jeongtae Kim

There are questions that have become clearer as we stand at the crossroads, worrying

MYSC CEO

about, not only the sustainability of the current times we live in, but also the sustainability
of the uncertain tomorrow that future generations will live in.
“What can be done to make human-centered innovation, social innovation more
effective and sustainable?”
“What can be done to get various stakeholders, uninterested in social innovation,
involved in the ecosystem?”
“What can be done to help social innovation be perceived as a new source of innovation?”
Using these questions as a base, MYSC’s 7th Merry Year shares the stories about
designing and implementing sustainable, influential models with stakeholders in the
ecosystem.
Furthermore, on the most basic principle to achieve innovation, MYSC’s organizational
culture and the way we work must be innovative first and foremost. We know that we
need to be innovators ourselves first in order to help other innovators, so we transparently share stories about the cultivation and construction of intrapreneurship.
Finally, I am thankful to have been able to reconfirm MYSC’s support of the UN Global
Compact’s 10 principles. The 7th Merry Year also includes reports on how MYSC’s
business strategy and cultural and daily operations includes and is improving with the
UN Global Compact.
As we make up for the areas that need improvement by continuous communication
with stakeholders through main channels of communication, we will mature into a more
sustainable and responsible company.
Thank you,
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Blue
Print

Financial
Growth

MYSC created a stable business environment through visibly obvious
financial achievements and has begun to gain ground as one of the
fastest-growing companies that aim for social innovation.
•Sales in 2017 increased approximately 67% compared to the previous year.
•Business profits in 2017 increased approximately 126% compared to the
previous years.
•Joined the group of fastest-growing companies (Gazelles Company) who have
sales (or number of workers) that have grown over 20% for 3 years in a row.

Social
Growth

Ecological
Responsibility

Holding the SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals) at the center,
MYSC was able to influence the social issues below.
•Empowerment of
Young Changemakers

•Corporate Social Innovation
•Open Innovation

•Solving Poverty
•Empowering Vulnerable Social
Groups to Resolve Social Inequality
•Creating Jobs for People with
Disabilities

•Strengthening Partnerships
(Collective Impact)

As MYSC strives to become a responsible leader for all to grow
together into an even healthier social innovation ecosystem, we
participated in the following programs in 2017.
•Acquired the position of B Market Builder
We strengthened our position as a major player in creating a healthy market
for social responsibility through expanding and consulting the B Corp movement
and culture in Korea.
•UN Global Compact Membership
We officially participated in socially responsible movements for civil rights, labor,
environment, and anti-corruption as a UNGC member.

Global
Alliances

MYSC has developed global alliances with partners from diverse
countries and provided positive influence to the flow of worldwide
social innovation.
•Taiwan (presented at the B Corp Asian Forum)
•Uganda (visitation for KOICA Monitoring & Evaluation)
•Hong Kong (participated at the Social Enterprise Summit and presented on sustainable business)
•United States of America (participated at the GSVC finals, hosted a conference sponsored by
the U.S. Embassy in Seoul)

•Vietnam-Indonesia (KOICA Global Social Enterprise Accelerating Project)
•Nepal (effort to resolve sanitation/discrimination against women through design research and
prototyping)
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MYSC
Introduction
SOCIAL
PROBLEM

BUSINESS

SOCIAL
INNOVATION

Merry Year Social Company (MYSC) is an organization
specialized in social innovation consulting and impact investing.
As a partner to all organizations that want to contribute to
social change, we aim for social innovation through business.
“Merry year” means the year of jubilee. The year of jubilee
stands for a world where social inequality and marginalization
no longer exists, and all people can lead decent lives.
Merry Year Social Company is putting into action
the spirit of the year of jubilee.
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Three
Innovative
Strategies

Tri-Sector
Collective
Innovation

In order to solve the root of social problems, cooperation is
needed between the public, corporate, and social sectors,
rather than having separate approaches. MYSC plans and
operates various cross-sector projects through consulting,
incubating, training, and investing, while understanding the
inherent language and value of each sector.

HumanCentered
Approach
Innovation

In order to develop sustainable solutions to social problems,
there is a need for human-centered approaches that put the
person directly concerned and stakeholders at the center,
instead of skill or program-based solutions. MYSC provides
consulting services to help clients redefine problems and
develop human-centered solutions based on human-centered
approaches, such as design thinking.

Shared Value
Creation
Innovation

In order for social problems to become the basis for new
opportunities in the future society, shared values need to be
operated between the for-profit and nonprofit entities involved
in social problems. MYSC provides consulting and investing
in large corporations and social ventures pursuing both financial
value and social impact.
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Intrapreneur
Introductions

Jeongtae Kim

CEO

Yejy Lee

Senior Consultant

80% of cultivating intrapreneurs is
about happily embarking on the path
of adventure without losing your faith.
The remaining 20% is to embark on
that journey with amazing colleagues.
MYSC is a time and place that allows me
to go on this thrilling adventure with
outstanding partners day after day.

Just as people depend on the firm axis
of a compass to find the way, I want to
maintain balance while continuously
seeking for the righteous way. I will
strive to be an intrapreneur who shares
that direction with those around me as
I work in the midst of an organization
that grows and changes with each year.

Miso Na

Jihyun Kim

Designer

I will create a beautiful world through
design, not for my own life, but for
the lives of others. I hope to be used
as a designer that helps people to
their feet and communicate love
to others through design.

Creative Director

When one finds their own self, their
proper place, that is when they shine.
I want to be a person who helps others
find their true colors and shine in their
daily lives. I will become a companion
to help find your lost self, emotion,
and place.
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Saeeun Kim

Senior Researcher

JainYoo

Jiyeon Jeong

CFO

Each day, I learn and grow with every
step. I will make an effort for each
small accomplishment I make in my
position to permeate into our society
and bring about virtuous growth.
I will work towards converting each
moment of my concerns and efforts
into meaningful actions for others.

I would like to be an ascendable hill
rather than a high soaring mountain.
In that way, I will support small attempts
that work towards creating a society
where all can live happily together.

Eunjin Lee

Jungho Park

Researcher

I learn and continue to learn
how to resolve various complicated
social issues by meeting various
stakeholders. I want to be able to
manage the tasks assigned to me
while treating people and work with
sincerity.

CSO

Like a cup of coffee that has been
served with sincerity, I want to present
small solutions that create change in
society. I look forward to these solutions
becoming movements and points of
change in society.Therefore, in the
future, I dream that this world will be
a place just as good, if not better,
for my two daughters to live in.

Managing Consultant

"Each problem we have has the
ability to be solved.There just needs
to be one person who devotes their
life to solve that problem." I work to
discover opportunities out of
problems and restore values that
have disappeared from the world.

Hyewon Kim

Manager

I want to do valuable work.
I want to help others do valuable work.
As I eagerly await the day that these
values change the world, I want to
extend my small, but helping, hands.
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Intrapreneur
Introductions

Hoeyoung Lee

Researcher

Wonhee Kim

Researcher

I believe that making the obvious not
so obvious and a heart that doesn't
settle for familiarity can incite change.
I will accompany efforts to create
innovation by questioning, testing,
and taking on challenges.

I try to be a person who thinks more
about the "why" rather than the
"how." I try to be a person who
draws meaning from life.This being
the main principle of my life, I will
actively move with each moment.

Sunmi Kim

Deokyu Kim

Researcher

Having faith in people and society, and
pursuing the value of togetherness,
I want to create change with others.
I will be a sincere person to whomever,
whenever.

Design Strategy Team Leader

There are many restaurants in Japan that
have been loved by the public for over
100 years. I believe that is a gift only brands
that have found their identity can have
without instilling the idea of having to
look good just for the time being.
I want to create a loving and beloved brand
that is sustainable for over 100 years.
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Hongil Kim

Service Designer

Anna Kang

Consultant

I strive to create appropriate designs for
people by having a deep identification
and understanding of them. By accumula
-ting those designs, I desire to create
a better culture and a better world.

I eagerly await for sustainable changes,
through social innovation and impact
business, to occur in the lives of everyone
I meet and work with. I hope to live a life
that satisfies the needs of others and society
by cultivating my resources and strengths.
While being thankful for each day that is
given to me, I will explore, entertain, and
encourage all the more every day.

Jungsun Lee

Yonghwa Park

Specialist

I have met warm-hearted people at a warm
place where their objective is people over
money. I will be a reliable supported encourag
-ing all of MYSC’s valuable work to create an
even warmer world for us and our children to
live in.

Designer

Proper insight is needed when solving
a problem. WIthout doing so, the output of
a product, time, or space cannot solve
the problem. I want to create human
-centered design by having the proper
insight of a problem.
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MYSC is composed of labs that experiments the various

MYSC’s
Innovation
Lab

hypotheses of social innovation and teams that help execute
those projects.
The Social Innovation Lab, Sustainability Solution Lab, and
Design Solution Lab create various projects in civil society, global,
and design fields to fulfill the common value of social innovation.
The Business PlanningTeam and PublicationTeam take on the role
of executing the projects designed by each lab through management
support and spreading innovative language.
Presented here are the labs and teams that come together to make
MYSC’s Innovation Lab.

SOCIAL
INNOVATION
LAB

SUSTAIN
-ABILITY
SOLUTION
LAB

Companion to the
Innovation Journey
Developer to the
Innovation Experience

DESIGN
SOLUTION
LAB

Facilitator to the
Innovation Culture

BUSINESS
PLANNING
TEAM

PUBLICATION
TEAM
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Social
Innovation
Lab

As the companion to the Innovation Journey, the Social
Innovation Lab joins the client at the front lines of innovation.
For clients taking their first steps towards social innovation,
they will work together with the Social Innovation Lab to
create and experiment various innovation hypotheses they
have never attempted to before, as well as internalize learning
and growth from the Innovation Journey.
Social Innovation 1 Lab
This lab works with large businesses, mid- to small businesses, and
public enterprises to explore ideas, and they establish and carry out
approach strategies to resolve those ideas.To do so, they incubate
intrapreneurs to realize social innovation within the organization.
They also consult businesses and projects that solve social issues.
Social Innovation 2 Lab
This lab supports various levels of growth through various ways,
such as discovering and mentoring promising social ventures whose
objective is to solve social issues, connecting resources, and impact
investment.
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MYSC’s
Innovation
Lab

Sustainability
Solution
Lab

As the facilitator to the Innovation Culture, the Sustainability
Solution Lab helps clients create more long-term positive
social change through proposing sustainable management
and development solutions. Clients, together with the
Sustainability Solution Lab, will go beyond each business
to establish a culture of innovation as social impact through
business philosophy and value chain.
The Sustainability Solution Lab started their activities as B Corp’s
Market Builder, a new capitalistic movement with stakeholders at
its center.They are also continuing to connect businesses with the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) established by the UN
through business planning, consulting businesses on CSR, and
supporting the businesses of social ventures from developing countries,
among other works.

Design
Solution
Lab

As the developer for the Innovation Experience, the Design
Solution Lab contributes to the mainstreaming of social
innovation through design and creativity, as well as spreading
the experience of innovation. Clients work with the Design
Solution Lab to tactfully make innovative ideas, and secure
their ability to autonomously reproduce innovation through
the Innovation Experience.
The Design Solution Lab runs training on design thinking to allow
people to experience the innovative thought process, create service
design centered on owners of public sectors, internalize the value of
social innovation through brand consulting, and incubate social
ventures based on business design, among other things.
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Business
Planning
Team

The Business PlanningTeam is responsible for business
planning and establishing management goals.They also
secure budgets and manage project results in order for the
social innovative projects and activities created by each lab
can be implemented. From a financial perspective, the team
also proposes practical business solutions to companies in the
social sector for them to effectively operate their businesses.
As a business, the Business PlanningTeam made impact investments
to three companies that pursue social impact, and they officially began
operating the subsidiary company MerryYear Management Solution
(MYMS) to help social ventures/social enterprises through financial
consulting and management support.

Publication
Team

The PublicationTeam plans and publishes various contents
to help social innovation become a more universal language.
If design thinking, appropriate technology, social enterprises,
and so on were more responsible for circulating and developing
pioneering contents in the field of social innovation in the past,
the PublicationTeam will work harder towards spreading the
story of social innovation to the Korean society even more.
Their self publishing brand is Edit the World.
www.edit-the-world.com
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MYSC
2017
Results

Social ventures
we worked with

Crowdfunding participants
for social innovation content

145

335

Business partners
we worked

Participants in conferences
to spread social
innovation awareness

50

300

Participants in
education workshops

Impact investments

2040

1

People with disabilities
permanently recruited through
Hana Power on Impact

New products developed
through industry-academic
research

8

1

16

240

620

3

MYSC
Social
Responsibility
Activity 01

B Corp Best for the World 2017 Selection
Each year, B Lab selects the best B Corp in each area, and MYSC was selected
as the Best for the World Honoree 2017. MYSC showed distinguished excellence
in the workers area, and an interview was published on the B the Change blog,
a media channel.
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MYSC
Social
Responsibility
Activity 02

UNGC
10 Principles
Human Rights
Principle
01

Businesses should support and respect the
protection of internationally proclaimed human
rights; and

Principle
02

make sure that they are not complicit in human
rights abuses.

Labour
Principle
03

Businesses should uphold the freedom of association
and the effective recognition of the right to collective
bargaining:

Principle
04

the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory
labour;

Principle
05

the effective abolition of child labour; and

Principle
06

the elimination of discrimination in respect of employ
-ment and occupation.

Environment
Principle
07

Businesses should support a precautionary
approach to environmental challenges;

Principle
08

undertake initiatives to promote greater
environmental responsibility; and

Principle
09

encourage the development and diffusion of
environmentally friendly technologies.

Anti-Corruption
Principle
10

Businesses should work against corruption in all
its forms, including extortion and bribery.

COP
(Communication on Progress)
MYSC operates an employee benefits system to respect
human rights, which includes meal expenses for overtime work
during the week, meal expenses for working on holidays,
self-authorized vacation days, alternative holidays, expenditure
for the congratulations and condolences of employees, support
for employee physical examinations, support for communication expenses, support for transportation expenses, etc. We
also manage a separate grievance committee composed of
employees that provides a system to officially handle
business-related issues that occur.
MYSC actively supports the activities of the Workers and
Management Committee (we support a certain cost per month
for committee activities). We also recruited a “career-discontinued woman’ in 2017 to continue our pursuit of indiscriminate
employment and business, as well as being completely against
forced and child labor.

After moving our office space to HEYGROUND, MYSC has put
in more effort to minimize work related environmental
influences, preferred using public transportation, and aimed to
reduce wasting energy by working remotely and having
meetings based on online files.

MYSC regulated using entertainment expenses for purposes
apart from company affairs, and what is spent for business
purposes are used within a fixed range. Even the range of
expense used on gifts for company vendors and sponsors are
strictly regulated to prevent corruption.

UNGC(UN Global Compact) Commitment Participation
In April 2017, MYSC joined the UNGC, a voluntary corporate citizen initiative to promote
corporate social responsibility.To support and comply with the UNGC 10 principles of
civil rights, labour, environment, and anti-corruption, MYSC is continuously making efforts,
like stated above. MYSC also plans to continue strengthening and enforcing volition for
social responsibility by actively applying the 10 principles to our company activities.
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Merry
Year
Impact
01-11
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Merry
Year
Impact 01
Collective Impact
Creation

Hana POWER ON IMPACT
(Employing People with Developmental Disabilities)
Hana POWER ON IMPACT is a social value incubating program to create good quality job
positions for people with developmental disabilities. On the foundation of collective impact,
cooperation between various sectors and the development of new positions based on the
strengths of people with developmental disabilities create a sustainable occupational
ecosystem.
· Partners : Hana Financial Group, Hanyang University LINC+, Community Chest of Korea /
Project Period : 2017. 07 ~ 2018. 02
· Project Managers : Jiyeon Jeong, Eunjin Lee
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Merry
Year
Impact 01
Collective Impact
Creation

Social Venture Incubation and the Launch of
a Consultative Group for the Independence of
North Korean Refugees through Collective Impact
UIN is a collective impact group consultative group launched by 12
social ventures for the common goal of creating social value for North
Korean refugees. (Participating members: MORETHAN,Yovel, MYSF,
rfood, dubu.com, Sogang Jobs, Hanbando-Center, itta, DreamTouch
for All, Woorion,The Bridge, UNI Seed)
· Partners : UniKorea Foundation, Hanyang University LINC+ /
Project Period : 2017. 08 ~ Present
· Project Managers : Yejy Lee, Hoeyoung Lee
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Merry
Year
Impact 02
Urban
Regeneration
Local Venture
Incubation

2017 Support Project to Incubate Bucheon City Sosa Village
Businesses <Searching for our Village Treasure>
<Searching for our VIllageTreasure> was an educational and consulting program for
volunteering village businesses within the Sosa village. It also enhanced their unique
identity and fostered sustainable village businesses through professional branding and
marketing processes.
· Partners : Bucheon City, Sosa Village Regeneration Support Center, Kim Ho Geun Confectionary,
Kkot Dahm On Dahm, Toinz / Project Period : 2017. 07 ~ 2018. 01
· Project Managers : Jihyun Kim, Wonhee Kim
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Merry
Year
Impact 03
Cooperative
Development
Design Thinking
Research

Cooperative Development Design Thinking Research
Hana POWER ON IMPACT X Nepal is a program for Nepal residents that
applied research for the creation of social value and SDGs solution
modeling. Based on the residents' needs, newly discovered opportunities
were developed and relevant solutions were transferred to local activists.
· Partners : Hana Financial Group, SEN, Hanyang University /
Project Period : 2017. 11 ~ 2018. 04
· Project Managers : Anna Kang, Wonhee Kim
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Merry
Year
Impact 04
Corporate
Social Innovation

Educational program for promising Small and Medium Businesses
This business based innovation educational program utilizes design thinking to help
promising small and medium businesses develop new business models and provide
support to add value to existing models.
· Partners : Korea Institute of Design Promotion / Project Period : 2017. 08 ~ 2017. 12
· Project Managers : Jihyun Kim, Saeeun Kim, Sunmi Kim
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Merry
Year
Impact 04
Corporate
Social Innovation

AMOREPACIFIC UN EWEC Commitment Support
MYSC provided consultation and an employee training workshop
for AMOREPACIFIC's social innovative change as they participate
in the UN EWEC movement.Through their '20 by 20' Commitment,
they wish to help 200,000 women gain health and well-being, and
empowerment by the year 2020.
· Partners : AMOREPACIFIC / Project Period : 2017. 01 ~ 2017. 05
· Project Managers : Jungho Park, Anna Kang, Saeeun Kim
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Merry
Year
Impact 05
CorporateSocial Venture
Open Innovation

E.Land CSV Lab
E.Land CSV Lab was a program that uses E.Land's own resources to supply needed
resources to social ventures and supports the mutual growth of new startups. Season 1
provided the opportunity to share the material printing technology of E.Land ePrintec
and the planning of various products.
· Partners : E.Land Service / Project Period : 2017. 12 ~ 2018. 02
· Project Managers : Jiyeon Jeong, Eunjin Lee
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Merry
Year
Impact 05
CorporateSocial Venture
Open Innovation

Eisai’s Corporate Social Innovation Project: Play Aid Kit
Play Aid Kit started as a corporate social innovation project from the
global pharmaceutical company Eisai and their hhc(human health care)
mindset. While traveling on the journey of innovation with Eisai, who
creates new value while spending 1% of their working hours with their
clients and patients, a play aid kit for child patients to play with whenever
they need was developed, and its value was relayed through a play
workshop.
· Partners : Eisai Korea Inc. / Project Period : 2016. 05 ~ Present
· Project Managers : Jiyeon Jeong, Eunjin Lee, Hoeyoung Lee
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Merry
Year
Impact 06
Social Venture
Discovery·
Incubation

Young Adult Venture Forum A!ventures
The venture forum for young adults, A!ventures is a venture competition for young adults
who try to solve domestic and foreign social issues through innovative business models.
Teams that advance to the finals grow by receiving needed support and networking through
the mentoring from about 50 professionals.
· Partners : Christian CEO Forum, FWIA, Department of Community Missions at Onnuri Church,
The Wells Investment, Hebronstar, MAGNA Investment, Wells Bio, Access Bio, kpi, Gyeongdo
Chemical, Meridien DNI, MEDISENSOR / Project Period : 2017. 08 ~ 2017. 11
· Project Managers : Yejy Lee, Eunjin Lee
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Merry
Year
Impact 06
Social Venture
Discovery·
Incubation

KOICA Global Village Social Entrepreneur
Incubation Program
Unlike traditional international development cooperation programs,
this programs uses an innovative model to discover, incubate, and
invest in socially innovative companies in developing countries
(Vietnam, Indonesia). It suggests local and national social enterprises
as role models and promotes the revitalization the poverty friendly
private sectors within the developing country to build a sustainable
ecosystem for social enterprises.
· Partners : KOICA (client company), Crevisse (joint operating agency), HATCH
Ventures (partner local to Vietnam), UnLtd Indonesia (partner local to Indonesia) /
Project Period : 2017. 01 ~ 2018. 12
· Project Managers : Jungho Park, Anna Kang
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Merry
Year
Impact 07
Sustainable
Management
Acceleration

Intl. Conference on Corporate Sustainability and Social
Responsibility & B Lab Korea Launching Party
To increase awareness and to create a community of changemakers that identify with
B Corp, a global certification for socially responsible corporations and brand, MYSC and
the U.S. Embassy in Seoul held an international conference and a B Corp Korean
Committee Meeting of Promoters.
· Partners : U.S. Embassy in Seoul, SEN, Hanyang University / Project Period : 2017. 04 & 2017. 10
· Project Managers : Anna Kang, Saeeun Kim
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Merry
Year
Impact 07
Sustainable
Management
Acceleration

Creating a Fun&Creative Organizational Culture
with meeraecompany
A total of 3 programs were conducted for the members at meeraecompany, a manufacturing based company.They were geared to
increase membership empowerment and organizational culture
through design thinking internalization education, an in-house FC
champion incubating program, and a 4 core value corporate internal
branding BX design among others.
· Partners : meeraecompany / Project Period : 2017. 08 ~ 2017. 12
· Project Managers : Jiyeon Jeong, Sunmi Kim, Deokyu Kim, Hongil Kim
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Merry
Year
Impact 08
Impact
Investment

GRILL BAG
MYSC made an impact investment to GRILL BAG, a Mexican food service business, with
the objective of creating a social franchise. MYSC supports GRILL BAG to continuously
create jobs for North Korean refugees and to proceed with their business model for
economic independence.
· Project Manager : Jain Yoo
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Merry
Year
Impact 09
Intrapreneur
Empowerment

Intrapreneur Incubating Program
(Intrapreneurship Lab Korea)
As an empowerment program to incubate intrapreneurs, who are also
changemakers, within their organization, MYSC supported small changes
through interaction and mutual learning between participants from
diverse types of organizations, and by completing practical projects.
· Partners : Hanyang University / Project Period : 2017. 06 ~ 2017. 07
· Project Managers : Jiyeon Jeong, Saeeun Kim, Hoeyoung Lee
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Merry
Year
Impact 10
Social Innovation
Content Planning·
Expansion

Citizens Policy Design Group Operating Manual Development
A manual utilizing the service design methodology was developed for the staff at Citizens
Policy Design Group, a public participation policy development project. The manual was
composed by interviewing approximately 70 civil servants, who have had experience
managing the Citizens Policy Design Group, about their difficulties, and analyzing the best
tasks for benchmarking in order for the staff to utilize it without difficulty.
· Partners : Korea Institute of Design Promotion, Ministry of Government Administration and Home Affairs /
Project Period : 2016. 11 ~ 2017. 02
· Project Managers : Jihyun Kim, Hoeyoung Lee
· This content is available on the Ministry of the Interior and Safety homepage for anyone to download.
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Merry
Year
Impact 10
Social Innovation
Content Planning·
Expansion

Developing Content to Solve Field Problems in Public
Administration through Design Thinking
MYSC produced a series of 15 online lectures to help civil servants develop
policies based on sympathizing with the demands within the public office.
Not only do they include the concept of design thinking, but also practical
training to allow for on-site application.
· Partners : GyeonggiDo Provincial Institute for Lifelong Learning /
Project Period : 2017. 07 ~ 2017. 12
· Project Managers : Hoeyoung Lee, Eunjin Lee
· This content is available on the GyeonggiDo Provincial Institute for Lifelong
Learning GSEEK website for anyone to download.
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Merry
Year
Impact 11
Social Value
Measurement·
Evaluation

CJ Dream Cook Academy Performance Evaluation
The Dream Cook Academy is a program were young adults from the working class are
selected and connected to be recruited to food service industries affiliated with the CJ
group after receiving systematic training. MYSC provided consultation to help advance
the Dream Cook Academy more through an even more objective evaluation index and
result management system.
· Partners : CJ Donors Camp / Project Period : 2017. 09 ~ 2018. 02
· Project Managers : Jungho Park, Anna Kang, Saeeun Kim

Evaluation Index Preparation and Evaluation Plan Establishment
for the IUMPIUM Museum of Needlework
MYSC proceeded with a programs that constructed an evaluation framework for the
IUMPIUM Museum of Needlework, which will be managed by Zero Space beginning 2018
and is one of the country’s representative social ventures.Through this program, IUMPIUM
Museum of Needlework’s influence to the community and their financial and social
performance will be continuously managed based on the constructed evaluation index.
· Partners : Zero Space / Project Period : 2017. 11 ~ 2017. 12
· Project Managers : Jungho Park, Anna Kang
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2017.03.27

Changing the Idea that ‘Donations are a Scale of Social Contribution’

The Korea
Economic Daily

“For some donations, there is a need to discuss the contents and direction, rather than
the size of their role as a link between politics and business.” Jeongtae Kim (MYSC CEO)
To check whether a company is sincerely contributing to the nation and local community is not by the size of a donation, but whether its contents and indexes aims for a
sustainable social impact is more important. In addition to changing our idea that the
size of a donation equals the ranking of a company’s social contribution, it is time to
have a new discussion about whether donations are the only way a corporation can
contribute to society.

2017.03.30

[Contribution] Is the blue light turning on in Korea, too?

Prime Economy

AIN (Autism spectrum disorder Impact Network), Korea’s representative social venture,
is a social venture committee that aims for the independence of people with Autism.
In addition, AIN’s main institution and coordinator, MerryYear Social Company (MYSC),
along with partners like Severance Hospital, Korea Medical Institute, Human-aid, and
SAP Korea, and the Sustainability Committee, which includes the Foreign Cooperation
Coordinator Jonghyun Lee at the World Federation of United Nations Associations
(WFUNA), Muui’s DirectorYunhui Hong, and other players from diverse sectors that
have various resources and strengths, have come together in cooperation to create a
collective impact for a common goal.
At the present, AIN has made Goal 8 (Decent Work and Economic Growth) and Goal 10
(Reduced Inequalities) of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as their
common objective.They are also discussing and cooperating together by proceeding
with various businesses, such as developing new job positions for the complete
independence of people with autism, on an R&D level.

2017.04.20
MedicalTimes

Global Corporate Sustainability Management Campaign, ‘B Corp’
International Conference Held
The B Corp Campaign, which started in the United States in 2007, is a new movement
for corporate sustainability management that suggests specific ways companies can
benefit stakeholders and fulfill their responsibility through business activities. Currently,
over 2,000 corporations from 50 countries are participating.
Jungho Park, B Corp’s official ambassador and MerryYear Social Company (MYSC)’s
Chief Sustainability Officer, said, “Through this conference, I hope that the purpose of
B Corp can shed new light on Korea and that Korean companies will take the initiative
to promote social change.”
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2017.05.10
Korea JoongAng Daily

[Culture Designer] Jeongtae Kim, CEO of MYSC, One who Helps Socially
Disadvantaged Groups
There is a peculiar investment company. Although it is a for-profit investment corporation,
profit considerability is at the end of the ranks.Their most important investment principle
is how much the company they will invest in will be of a help to growing social conflicts.
That is how President Jeongtae Kim lead MYSC for the past 7 years, investing in 8
companies, and is recording an earnings rate of 8-10% annually.
A social corporation is the solution Mr. Kim, who has a lot of interest in solving social·
economical polarization, has found in his own way. Mr. Kim joined the Department of
Economic and Social Affairs at the UN in 2007, and was in charge of public relations and
training to empower civil servants in developing countries. During that time, Mr. Kim
made the judgement that a social corporation that combines business with creating new
values can change the world to be sustainable.

2017.05.30

[A Better Future] “Social Contribution is now Cooperation, not Competition”

Chosun Media

AIN has joined together for the independence of people with Autism. In social contribution, “collective impact” is emerging as a significant keyword. It is a type of social contribu
-tion where corporations, government, nonprofit organizations and organizations from
diverse sectors join together to solve a common problem.This concept was announced in
2011 by Mark Kramer, who also introduced the concept of CSV with Michael Porter. ‘AIN,’
which was established early last year by the social innovation consulting company MYSC,
is a prime example.Yejy Lee, Senior Consultant at MYSC, said, “Not only job positions,
but access to information and the cultivation of social skills needs to be structured and
supported level by level so people with autism can become independent.”

2017.08.29
Dong-A Ilbo

[Win-Win Management] “Let’s Grow Together”···Expansion of Support
for People with Developmental Disabilities
Hana POWER ON IMPACT is a social value incubating program for solving social issues
that are difficult to solve through only traditional ways of welfare provision. For the first
activity, a program was held to help people with Autism become independent and
create job utilizing their talents. Organizations like the Community Chest of Korea,
Hanyang University LINC+, and social innovative consulting investment company Merry
Year Social Company (MYSC) participated in this program.
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2017.09.21

Let’s Measure and Evaluate to Transform the World into a Kind World

Hankyoreh

Among the things companies that pursue social value are paying attention to is ‘B Corp.’
Standing on the frontlines of B Corp expansion in Korea, MerryYear Social Company
(MYSC) CEO Jeongtae Kim said, “B Corp is a brand and proper noun given to companies trying to create a better world through business.” Patagonia, North America's #2
outdoor brand famous for conducting their “Don’t BuyThis Jacket” campaign whilst
picturing their own products, is a representative B Corp. They offer an alteration service
for their consumers to fix and wear their products, rather than buy new ones, and have
lead the campaign to minimize environmental damage by increasing the quality of their
clothes in order to wear them for a long period of item 10 companies in Korea, including
Socar and General Bio, have obtained B Corp Status.

2017.10.18
Prime Economy

B Corp Korea Committee Meeting of Promoters Successful Finish
“Corporate Establishment in the First Half of Next Year”
MerryYear Social Company (MYSC · Jeongtae Kim CEO) announced on the 18th that
B Lab Korea (hereafter B Corp Korea Committee · tentative) Meeting of Promoters was
held on Heyground’s 8th floor sky lounge in Seongdong-gu, Seoul.Through the donations from corporations like Social Enterprise Network (SEN), global healthcare company Dr. Bronners, and global clothing company Patagonia, about 100 preparatory
members who agree with the values of B Corp (B Corporation) gathered and held a
convention on the 13th.
B Corp is a designated proper noun and a corporate innovation campaign that changes
the standards of businesses for global socially responsible corporations that want to be
the best in the world by being the best for the world. B Corp Korea Committee, which
plans to become a corporate establishment early next year, is a policy that is certified by
America’s nonprofit organization B Lab that will expand and settle B Corp’s values within
the country, while spreading awareness about B Corp through the formation of diverse
members and operating conferences.
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